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The meetinE~ was called %o order at I0,15 ~.m.

(agenda ite 7) (continued)

(g) .INTERIM .I~ FOR SCIENCE AI~D TECHNOLOGY FOR DEVELOPME~ (DP/487)

I. Mr. I{ORSE (Administrator) reminded the Council that the establishment of the
Interim Fund had been recommended in 1979 by the United Nations Conference on
Science and Technology for Development and that the General Assembly~ in adopting
that recommendation~ had decided that the Interim Fund should operate as an
identifis~ble and separate fund and that it should be administered by the
United Nations Development Programme. The first Pledging Conference had been
held only three months after that decision~ but 35 governments had made firm pledges
of contributions totalling ~35.8 million, ~ile a number of other countries had
given clear indications of pledges to be made Shortly and 59 countries h~d
announced their decision to coutribute~ though }ithout specifying the amount or
timing of their contributions. 1% must be recognized that in view of the current
economic situation it Was a difficult time to raise new resources, i-Nevertheless~
it could already be estimated that the to%al amount of pledges ~uld shortly amount
to $45.7 million. At any rate, the main aim had been to obtain sufficient
resources %o enable the Interim Fund to start operating~ an8 that objective had
been achieved. Governments still had another month - until 31 July 1980 - in
which to pledge contributions and he would urge all governments which had indicated
that they would contribute to confirm their pledges before that date. They would

have a further opportunity to make pledges in the fourth quarter of 1980, and he
hoped that those governments which had not so far made pledges ~muld be able %o do
so by then and that those which had announced pledges for the first year of the
interim period ~uld be prepared to do the Same for the second year. It was
necessary%o keep firmly in mind the consensus reached at the Vienna Conference
that the target for voluntary contributions for the two-yes~ period 1980-1981 should
be at least $250 million.

2. The Interim Fund had become operational on 19 }4ay 1980, but even before that
date agreement had been reached with the specialized agencies, the Centre for
Science and Technology for Development a~<d other United Nations organizations on
the procedures to be followed by the Interim Fund for the identification9
formulation, appraisal~ approval~ execution and review of projects ...... To avoid
duplication 9 procedures similar to those of UNDP had been adopted~ but they had
been streamlined and adapted %o meet the particular characteristics, responsibilities
and objectives of %he Interim Fund. Tha~[s to the support of all the organizations
concerned, it had been possible to make the necessary arrangements for establishing
the Fund in a very short time.

3. It ~,las already clear that the creation of the Interim I~nd had aroused
widespread interest and encouraged many countries to prepare specific projects
in the field of science and technology. The Fund had already received 350 projects
in varying stages of preparatio n. Around 70 had been selected, for initial
appraisal~ on the basis of the general principles and other provisions adopted by
the General Assembly with respect to the Fund’s purpbses and terms Of reference
and the recommendations of the Vienna Programme of Action. Account had also been
taken of the State of preparation of each project and the probability of attaining
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%he stated objectives. 1% should be emphasized %hat a number of %he projects not
included in the initial selection might well be reconsidered for approval at a
later siage. Participation of %he Interim Fund in %he financing of %hose
70 projects was estimaled at just over 850 million. In addition, 12 countries had
requested assistance in identifying and formulating projects. Several projects
currently under consideration ~uld doubtless be approved in September. Clearly~
therefore~ the Interim ~tmd had very quickly established itself as an instrument
calculated to achieve excellent results in the future.

4. The In%ergovernmen%al Committee on Science and Technology for Development had
recently adopted %we resolutions of concern to the Interim Fund9 %he firs%
(A/Cmll/L.13) on p~edges and the ~inim~m %arze~ of !~250 minion and the second
(A/CN.I!/L.18) on %he additional guidelines established by the Committee 
accordance with paragraph 8 (e) of Genersl Assembly resolution 34/218. Some 
%hose guidelines seemed %o him to be particularly important. For instance, %he
Committee had decided that pending s~Dstan%ial increases in contributions~ the ~Fund
should provide assistance only at %he request of~ or throush~ Governments of States
or groups of States. The annex to General Assembly resolution 34/218 had provided
%ha% organizations fulfilling the necessary conditions might receive assistance
from the Interim Fund. Moreover, %he Committee had recommended %ha% in%ercountry
projects conforming %o %he principle of collective self-reliance and %o the spirit
of technical co-operation among developing countries should rece$ve supp0rtfrom
%he l~und~ it bein S understood that during %he firs% year the share of intercoun%ry
projects should no% represent more than 15-20 per cent of %he total amount of
financial aid granted by the Fund. The Committee had requested %ha% suitable
arrangements should be made to ensure close and continuous working relations between
the Centre for Science and Technolosv for Development and %he Interim Fund,
including, in%e.r..alia, discussions on an appropriate involvement of %he Cen%relin
the review of the operation of the Interim Fund. In that connexion, he ~.muld like
to inform %he Council that %he Secretary-General had appointed Hr. Ferrari to be
in charge of %he Centre. Finally~ %he Committee had decided to give governments
extra time to submit %heir projects to the Interim l~und, so %hat they could examine
the additional guidelines established by the Committee before doing so.

5. Finally~ he ~Tas glad %o note %hat %he Interim Fund had met with a favourable
recep%ion~ in particular ~uons developing countries 9 which were givinc it practical
support. Clearly, the Governments of those countries were determined to strengthen
their capacity in %he field of science and technology for development. He was
convinced %ha%~ given that climate of interest and eo-operation~ the Interim Fund
would achieve results which would attract additional support. It }muld thus be
possible to make an early star% with near activities in the field of science and
technology and to prepare the basis for more substantial efforts in %he future.

6. Mr. yon DANIKEN (Switzerland) said that the supper% given by his country %o the
Interim Fund was aimed a% increasimg the impact of international scientific and
technical co-operation on development through practical action in the field. In
his view~ the development process could be speeded up by strengthening %he
developing countries’ scientific and technological research capacity and by
establishing suiteble institutions and research centres~ not only at the local or
national level~ but also~ and above all~ at "the regional and intem~.tional level.
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7. It must be recognized that the total amount of cofltributions pledged to the
Interim Fund constituted no more than a minimum to enable it to start operating.
Considering the developing countries’ needs~ and also capacities~ in the field of
science and techn01ogy ~ it was essential that %he resources of the Fund should not be
spread too thin and that priorities should be clearly defined. The main areas of
activity selected by the Intergovernmental Committee on Science and Technology for
Development at its second session were rather vague, and he hoped that the Director
of the Fund would endeavour to determine more clearly, in agreement with countries
requesting support, those sectors to t~ich the Fund’s resources might most usefully
be directed.

8. At the United Nations Conference on Science and Technology for Deve!opment~ his
country’s delegation had expressed the hope that from the institutional standpoint
the Interim Fund would be attached to Lq~DP. The Programme’s operational experience
and its close relations with the specialized agencies offered the best guarantee for
an early start to the Fund’s activities. Ills Government had every confidence in the
UNDP officials entrusted with the management of the Fund and hoped that it would make
a positive contribution to development activities, achieving an appropriate balance
in the division of responsibility with theother agencies concerned, in accordance
with General Assembly resolution 34/218.

9. Mr. SOARES DE L~i (Brazil) reaffirmed his delegation’s interest in the promotion
of science and technology for developn~ent ~thin the United Nations development
system, as a means of assisting developing countries to attain the objective of
self-reliance.

I0. He hoped that the Interim Fund ~muld be seen as an independent mechanism for
assisting those countries, without prejudice to the normal sources of finance for
projects in the field of science and technology~ such as country and intercountry IPFs.
Lastly, he was glad to see that many countries had made pledges to the Fund~ his own
Government was considering maki~T a contribution of its own.

Ii. Mr. FALIQTER (United States of America) said that the information given by the
Administrator on t!~:~ operations of the Interim Fund gave grounds for optimism. He
believed that the 9~nd could become an effective instrument for improvi~ the quality
and the content of the North-South dialogue by focusing on sectors where progress
could reasonably be expected in developing countries. He was glad t0 note that
developing countries had played an active part in the second session of the
Intergovernmental Committee on Science a~ Technology for Development and that they
had signified their intention of m~cingluse of the Interim !,hnd. That showed that
they were determined to strengthen their scientific and teclmnological capacity.

12. He welcomed the fact that the administration of the Fund had been entrusted to
UNDP, which had wide experience of development problems and would be able to m~<e it
operate effectively with a minimum of support costs. He hoped that the
Intergovernmental Committee on Science and Technology for Development would be
satisfied with givip~ U}[DP broad guidelines without encroaching on its preserve and
that the Interim Fund would continue to demonstrate its usefulness, for in order to
attract greater contributions it would have to achieve positive results. He pointed
out that his own country was among the principal contributors %0 the Fund~ he hoped
that the forthcoming Pledging Conference ~ou!d increase the Fund’s resources and that
the target of @250 million would be qnichly achieved.



13. Mr. SCHMID (Austria) said that since the Conference on Science and Technology
for Development his delegation had consistently stressed the need to msd~e the
Interim Fund a reality. That was why~ at the first Pledging Conference~ his
Government had committed itself to contribute ~$I million in 1980 and~ subject to
parliamentary approval, the same amount in 1981. It was to be hoped that countries
which had announced their decision to contribute would be able to make their
intentions clear before 31 July 1980~ so that the Fund could become Operational as
soon as possible.

14. His delecation hoped that the procedures and the arrangements which had been
worked out in consultation with the specialized agencies and the Centre for Science
and Technology for Development would make it possible to take advantage of the
expertise and capacityof the whole United Nations development system~ so as to
provide developing countries with the most efficient assistance possible.

15. With regard to the selection of projects to be supported by the Interim Fund~
it was to be hoped that, in accordance with General Assembly resolution 34/218 and
the Fund’s objectives9 projects would be st~jected to careful scrutiny~ so as not
to waste the scarce resources available. DI~P resident representatives would be
called upon to enter into consultations with potentialrecipient Governments on behalf
of the Interim Fund~ in order to identify the most useful projects. He hoped that
the Interim Ftmd’s administrative 6osts ~rould be kept to a minimum~ so as to ensure
that the greatest amount of resources would be available for operational purposes.

16. ~r. E~IKER (Observer for S~eden)~ speahing on behalf of the Nordic countries,
observed that the credit for bringing the Fund into operation so quickly was due to
the UNDP and its Administrator. He noted with satisfaction that the first Pledging
Conference had made it possible to raise enough resources for the Fund to come into
operation. The Governments of the Nordic countries hoped that other countries ~rould
shortly give financial support to the Fund and that the target of !i~250 million would
be reached.

17. The Governments of the Nordic countries hoped that the Fund’s assistance would
be distributed fairly among the various developing countries~ but that the low-income
countries would receive preferential treatment. They also hoped that the projects
would be selected in a disciplined manner and that priority ~ould be given to those
aimed at building institutions and strengthening the technical capacities of the
developing countries.

18. In view of the fact that the Fund had been established for an interim period of
two years, the Administration might feel impelled to move very quickly, and it was
therefore to be feared that projects might not be screened thoroughly enough and that
certain projects might be selected simply because they seemed likely to produce quick
results. In the Nordic countries’ vie~r ~ the Fund should select projects Very
carefully but should nevertheless become capable as early as possible of making an
effective contribution to strengtheni~ the technological capacities 0~the
developing countries. In order to do so~ it was essential for it to be closely
li~ed to UNDP.
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19. ~L~. ~1-1S~i (Democratic Yemen) expressed the hope that the interim Fund,
which had begun in a promising way, would be able to justify the hopes of the
developing countries. He hoped~ in particular, that it would enable them to
reduce their dependence on the developed countries and to make up some of their lost
ground. The transfer and application of foreign technology raised problems
related to intellectual property, and the Interim Fund could play an important
role by making the balance somewhat less unequal in that area.

20. He expressed satisfaction at the action taken by the A&ministrator with regard
to the Interim Fund. Nevertheless, the modest amount of contributions pledged
or made did not, in his view~ match UP to the needs of the developing countries
as shown by the mar~v project proposals made in various fields. With the
assistance of the UNDP resident representatives~ Governments should be able to submitl
well-prepared’requests and to obtain the necessary assistance. In its
resolution A/CN.II/L.18, the Intergovernmental Committee on Science and Technology
for Development had decided tO extend the time-limit for the submission of projects
by Governments.

21. The needs of ihe developing countries, and in particular of the least
advanced countries~ with regard to infrastructure, institution-building, transfer
of technology and manpower training were enormous. Since becoming independent,
his country had endeavoured to develop its scientific and technological capacity by
modernizing education and promoting the establishment of higher educational
institutions and scientific research centres designed to meet development
requirements. It had also sought to encourage the participation of the people} and
in particular of women~ in the development process. It hoped to receive assistance
in the scientific and technological field so that it could increase its food
production, speed up its industrialization and develop non-traditional sources of
energy such as solar or geothermal energy.

22. Mr. PREUSS (Federal Republic of Germany) said that he too wished to congratulate
the Administrator on having set up the Interim Fund so speedily. His country,
which attached great importance to the application of science and technology to
development, was prepared to co-operate actively with the Interim Fun@. not only by
providing it with financial support but also by suggesting ideas and providing human
resources. It was, in partict~ar, ready to contribute to the execution Of specific
projects for the application of science and technology to development. It would
examine any projects submitted to it carefully and try to finance them without delay
in accordance with the funds-in-trust ~les, taking account of its own financial
capacity and the contributions made by other donors. Since it supported the
objectives of the Interim Fund, his Govemu~ment intended to continue that type of
co-operation in 1981. It would determine its position with regard to assistance
in the light of the attitude of other donors and would attach particular weight to
the availability of carefully prepared projects.

23. Y~. FREYRE (Argentina) congratulated the Director of the Interim Fund and
his associates on the results they had a£ready obtained. Argentina attached great
importance to the contribution of science and technology to development and had
played an active part in preparations for the Vienna Conference~ in that spirit,
his Government had decided to make a contribution to the Fund~ the amount of which
would be announced as soon as possible. He hoped that all developing countries
would be able to benefit from the Fund’s operations. He also hoped that the



procedure for submitting requests for assistance would be simple and drew the
Governing Council’s attention to operative paragraphs (g) and (i) of the draft
resolution submitted by the Chairman Of the Intergovernmental Committee on Science
and Technology for Development (A/CN.II/L.18)~ which seemed to him important.
Lastly~ he emphasized that Governments ought to make substantial contributions

if the Fund was to operate properly,

24. Mr. ALBORNOZ (Ecuador) considered that the application of science and technology
to development was entirely consistent with the Uh~DP programme of action~ since it
could make a decisive contribution to bridging the gap between rich and poor
countries. The Fund’s activities should promote not only the transfer of science
and technology to the poor countries but also the use by those 6ountries of their
o~n technology so as %o reduce their dependence on the developed countries~
of which the patents statistics gave a good idea. At the Pledging Conference held
on 27 March 1980~ his country had announced that it would contribute to the Fund
in convertible currency. He shared the hope of the Argentine representative that the
procedure for submitting requests for assistance to the Interim Fund would be
simple so as to avoid harmful delay~ and he urged Governments to give the Interim Fund
adequate financial support.

25. Mr. FRANZI (Italy) observed that his country’s contribution to the Interim Fund~
which was at present the largest~ and should logically be exceeded by others~
since Italy had calculated it on the basis of its share of the United Nations
regular budget. In addition to that financial outlay~ Italy would supply experts and
staff for the administration of the ~and and would provide places for nationals of
developing countries at Italian scientific institutions. Lastly~ he emphasized
the great importance of the selection of projects for the Interim Ftund: science
and technology were very wide fields~ but the money available was limited.

26. Mr. HARE (Canada) said he was pleased to note that the Interim Fund had become
operational as a result of the steps taken in recent months. The United Nations
Conference on Science and Technology for Development had been well advised to
entrust the establishment of the Fund to UNDP. His delegation hoped that the Fund
would maintain close relations with the specialized agencies and would in general use
the capacity of the United Nations system to the full. Priorities should be
established in order to avoid too broad a scattering of projects. Canada wms making
an active contribution to strengthening the scientific capacity of the developing
countries~ particularly byincreasing its contributions to the Research Centre for
International Development (RC!D)~ it was therefore encouraged to see that an expanded
programme was to be drawn up for RCID in collaboration with the Interim Fund.

27. Mr. Albornoz (Ecuador) took the Chair.

28. Mrs. VAZ~UEZ DIAZ (Mexico] said that it was most important that projects should
be selected for the Interim Fund in a rational manner~ the Fund should not confine
itself to assisting the low-income countries but should in general be guided by the
objectives approved a% the Vienna Conference. In order to move towards those
objectives, an effort had to be made~ particularly by the developed countries9 to
increase contributions and other support.



29. Hr. GAVIP~ (Colombia) ssid that his country supported all progr~es aimed 
using science and tecl~o!ogy to remedy the inequalities in the modern world~ it
was in that spirit that Colombia had ta~:en part in various international
conferences on science end teclmology~ and particularly in the United ~[ations
Conference on an international Code of Conduct on the Transfer of Teclmology and
a recent I¢IPO conference on intellectual property, lie shared the ~iew that a
rational procedure should be adopted for the selebtion of projects.

~0. Hrs. URDANETA (Observer for Venezuela) said that her country was kee~ly $,Itare
of the overriding import~wace of science and technology for developing countries
and had t~cen an active Dart in the preparations for the Vienna Conference and in
the Conference itself. She thar~ced the Administrator for his statement and
associated herself with the delegations which had jusl, emphasized the need to
select projects with care.

31. Hr. AL-SHAKAR (Observer for Bahrain) ssid that his country supported the
Interim Fund and hoped to receive assistance from it~ it had’a!ready approached
the local UI,~DP office for the services of an expert.

32. Hr. GADEL HAK (Egypt) said that he would like to have "some detsils on the
procedure for submission of projects to the Interim Fund; he wished to know, in
par:ticular, whether projects were to be submitted by Governments or by organizations.
Eg~j3~t, which was fully aware of the importance of science and teclmology for the
developing countries, would support any steps designed to make the Interim Fund
more efficient and more operational.

33. ~r. SALAH ELDII~ ~$BAS (Observer for Sudan)welcomed the fact that the Interim
Fund was already in a position to begin its activities. He hoped that the Fund
would come to the assistance of countries in the area to which Sudan belonged,
where the needs were immense~ he also hoped that donor co~mtries would be
generous in their contributions snd furnish other assistance, such as the training
facilities referred to by the Italis~ representative.

.54. Mr. RUKIRA (Rwanda)thanked the Administrator for his statement on the
operations of the Interim Fund. IIis Government attached great importance to any
action designed to facilitate the tro~sfer of scientific and technical knowledge
for development. The contributions so far ~oxunotmced appeared inadequate; his
delegation therefore associated itself with the appeal to donor countries and
international organizations to provide the Interim Fund with greater resources.

55. Hr. ENOKI (Japan) said that his country had taken an active p~rt in the
United Nations Conference on Science and Technology for Development and in the
work of the Intergovernmental Committee on Science and Tech~olog~ ~for Devel6pment.
Because of its budget time-table Japsn had been unable to annom~ce its contribution
to the Interim Fund at the P!ed~-ind Conference in Hooch 1980, but i~had S~nce i~ad
an opportunity to inform the Director of its intentions. His C~vernment considered
the initial results encouraging and wished to congratulate the Director of the
Interim Fund.

~6. Hr. HORSE (Administrator) thanked the delegations which had pledged contributions
to the Interim Fund, whose activities met an urgent need, as had been amply confirmed
by delegations of developing countries in their statements. He would leave it to
the Director of the Interim Fund to reply to the observations and questions
of delegations.



37. Hr. LEES (Director~ Interim Fund for Science and Technology for Development)~
replying firstly to a question by the Egyptian representative~ said that the
procedure for project submission had already been laid down by the General Assembly

~d confirmed by the Intergovernmental Committee on Science and Technology for
\~sevelopment~ projects could be submitted by organizations but were more frequently

submitted by Cbvernments. A number of delegations had emphasized the need for
rationalizing the selection of projects. The Interim Ftrad did in fact pay
considerable attention to that question~ projects were thoroughly analysed in
relation to specific objectives and with a view to ensuring proper involvement of
the specialized agencies. The procedures of the Interim l~\md were modelled on
those of U!~DP since it was desired to avoid setting up a paralle! Systen~ am
effort was being made %o speed up and streamline the process so that requests
could be examined and resources allocated with the miniml~m delay.

38. Overhead costs represented less thsa 2 per cent of the resources committed~
thai very low percentage was ex-plained by the fact that the i%md was able to rely
on an existing administrative structm~re. In acccrdsace with the objectives set at
the Vienma Conference~ the Fund was concentrating on strengthening the capacity of
the developing countries in the fields of science and technolo{~-~ to jud~Te by the
great nt~mber of interesting projects submitted to it, the interest it aroused in
those countries was very substantial. The Stage of activity now being entered upon
by the ~md would be vital~ it was to be hoped that it could justify the great hopes
it had raised aud would form a focal point for co-operation.

39. The P£?SSIDEiTT thspi~ed the Director of the Interim ~&ud on behalf of the
Governing Council. He drew particular attention to the remai~ably low level of the
Fundts administrative expenditure~ which made it possible to allocate ~reater
resources to operations as such.

ARISIi[G OUT OF ACTION TAIiEN BY OTI£ER ORGANS OF ~ IHY!TE9 NATIONS SYSTEM
(agenda item 9)

40. Hr. DOURG01S (Secretary of the Council) drew the Governin~ Comlcil’s attention
to the resolutions and decisions adopted in 197~ by the General Assembly~ the
Economic and Social Council and the organizations within the United Nations system
which were of particular interest to UNDP. In order to reduce doc~entation~ the
secretariat had no% reproduced the text of resolutions and decisions "already to be
found in documents submitted to the Council. Furthermore~ the Council had already
expressed its views on some of the resolutions and decisions listed~ in connexion
with other agenda items~ or was currently considering draft decisions on theme.

41. ~r. d_e_ ~8S~ 0~sslstant Director-General~ Food and Ag~ie%11-u e OrganizatiOn
of the United i~ations) said that the Director-General Of i%’~LO ~;as £!oeply concerned
about the world food situation. Serious food scarcities were g~owing and the
shortage of cereals in the third world cosaatries, which amounted to 80 million
per year~ threatened to reach 95 million t b~r1985 unless measures were tsJ:en very
SOOn.

42. It was in that light that resolution 6/79 adopted by %he FAO Conference at
its twentieth session in November 1979 (DP/489~ page 32) should be examined.



The second half of the operative part of that resolution dealt with agencies fn

the United Nations system~i and UNDP in particular. In it the Conference expressed
its conviction that ~the organizations within the United Nations system must assign
higher pri0rity to the development of agriculture and t~e fullest advsa~tage of
FAO’s potential contribution. In doing so it did not overlook the sovereign right
of the recipient countries to determine the exact content of projects executed
under IPFs~ nor did it lose sight of the fact that the UNDI~ prog~__amme owed its
effectiveness to its consistencY , in relationship both to national development
plans and $o the great questions of the day, such as the c~mpsJ_~-~ mffainst hunger
snd rural development. FAO was prepared to face its responsibilities in that area
as part of its collaboration with UNDP.

43. Hr. VDI’~IBOB0 (Fiji) welcomed the co-operation which existed in the field
between the representatives of T~,~DP and FA0. UNDP could in fact draw even more
heavily on i~A0. Of course it was for Governments themselves to detem~nine how to
use the resources allocated by UNDP, but he knew from personal experience that
resident representatives worked in close collaboration with Covernments~ for which
they played a purely advisory but extremely useful role~ particularly in deciding
which sectors of agriculture available resources could be invested in most
profitably, ile hoped that co-operation between ~[DP and PAO, which covered an
extremely wide area~ would grow stronger during the next progr~omming cycle.

44. Hr. ~[~BA (Halawi) associated himself with the representative of Fiji’s
expression of appreciation for the close co-operation which had been established
between the UHDP and FA0 and thanked the Administrator and the Assistant
Direc%or-Gener~:{l of FAO for drawing the Co~mcil’s attention to F.AO resolution 6/79]’
It was true that the developing countries had for too 10ng been forced to beg for
food because their land was not worked properly. It was encouraging to note that
FA0 was very much aware of the food production and rural development problems of
the developing co~o~utries and that it had joined UNDP in recognizing that exploitation
of the developing countries’ rich farmlands was a prerequisite for the establishment
of the new international economic order. His delegation urged that !%kO should be
given the resources it needed in order to msd~e all of its Imow-how available to
the developing countries and called upon !hose countries to ts]~e full advantage
of its services. Halawi was devoting three-quarters of its resources to food
production and rural development and i$ would be well for other developing countries
to do likewise.’

45. Hr. BELLOUHi (Observer for Morocco) thought that the fruitful co-operation which
had been established between FA0 and UNDP should help the developing cov~tries to
speed up their agricultural development and become self-reliant in food. Everyone
acknowledged that the limited funds must be used as effectively as possible, but
that meant that the UI~DP programme must be geared to the major problems of the
moment. He thanked the Administrator for drawing the Council’s attention to FA0

resolution 6/’79 stud also thanked the Assistant Director-General of i~_&O for his ’
statement on the world food situation.

46. It Was of course essential that in the last analysis C-overnments themselves
should determine what action was to be taken within the !l~Ns allocated to them,~

but UNDP activities should also form a consistent whole andr~._,lec~ ~t the highest
current priorities, the foremost of which was the campaign against hunger. FAO was
particularly, well equipped to assist the least favoured co<mtries in that regard, and"
he hoped that the Council’s report would recognize the need to give agriculture the
importance it deserved and to t~<e full advantage of ~^’~’¯ ~,~ s ~mique possibilities
in that area.



47. Hr. BAI~ROS (Observer for Sao Tome and Principe) noted that the General Assembly~
in resolution }4/131 on~ assistance to Sos Tome and Principe, had requested the
Administrator to consider~ as a matter of priority~ the assignment of a full-time

~ esident representative to Sos Tome~ in view of the particular difficulties and
Veconomic and socis]l upheavals the country had e~cperienced since becoming independent’.

Everyone knew ho~r much a U~DP office could do to promote the e:~amsion of low-income
countries in all sectors~ including fisheries~ energy, transport~ housing~
communioations~ health~ educatiom~ training~ s~d so forth. For countries in
that group UHDP was in fact the greatest source of mu!tilm:~eral technical assistance
and pre-investment aid. There could be no doubt that if it acted in accordance
with national development priorities, it would help to minimize poverty in the world

’ while paving the way for the new international economic order.

46. A% the Council’s twenty-sixth session~ he had stresSed the impor.tance of the
contribution ~,fmich the IPFs represented for the low-income countries. The IPP
allocated to Sos Tome and Principe for the period 1977-1981 was 81.5 million, whereas
an IPF of 81°6 million had been ~£_ocate~o ]~ to another country with a smaller population
and with a per capita income nearly two stud a half times as high~ yet those two
factors~ per capita G}~P and population, were supposed to be the basic criteria for
determining IPFs~ not to mention the additional criteria applicsJ~le to island
developin~ countries.

49. The poor economic and social condition of his country was aggravated by o~
unserviceable infrastructure inherited from the 19th century and a past history of
ms~ipu!ated statistics. Future development program~nes would have no solid
foundation until a ¯population census had been carried out. Hence no statistics
could be provided to the World Bank~ so that ~he Bank continued to estimate, and
overestimate~ the ,~er capita GKP of Sos Tome s~ad Frincipe on the basis of inflated
fis~,res submitted by the former administration. The country could therefore no~
receive aid in keeping with its real social and economic needs. However~ the
mission which had visited Sos Tome and Principe in 1978 had concluded that at
least 810 million had to be invested in the 198Os in order to replace the defective
infrastructure. If reasonable investments were to be made in the coming decade~
the country woul,# require tec~hnical know-how in order tO prepare and execute projects.
The Government of Sos Tome and Principe intended to use its I~F solely for tha~
purpose. If the figures for the next c~¢cle (!982-1986) were not revised~ the
country ~ould no% be able to execute the progrsm~mes planned ....

50. He concluded by thatching all the donor countries and agencies which had
contributed coid to his country s~d paid tribute to the efforts made by the
Administrator and his collaborators im pursuance of General Assembly
resolution ~A./~I.

51. Hr. ALPOC-AN (Observer for Turkey) said he also wished to stress the importance
of FAO resolution 6/79. The campai~,n against hunger had absolute priority~ and
it was therefore quite appropriate for the Fie Conference to draw the attention of
Govern~ents and UITDP to the many areas in which particularly fruitful co-operation
could be established between the two organizations. His delegation held the view
that the Council’s report should mention the problem of hunger and the need to
make full use of FAO’s capacity in order to remedy the current situation.

52. Hr. CZ~IRI(OWSKI (Poland) said he was extremely pleased with the growing
co-operation between Fie ~uud U~U)P %ecause the food problem ~as now foremost ~nong
the world’s concerns. Poland had always supported the various anti-hunger
pro~re/nmes started by Fie and would continue be do so.



(C) !I~LF~,ZI,~ATION OF CEntRAL ASSEI,’,~LY RESOLD~flO!,[S 32/197 A]~ 34/2i~ OH T}~. ......
RESTRUCTUIKING OF TIKE ECOI.,TOI~IC AND SCCIAL SECTORS O]P TI-]E UI~TED NATI0]~IS SYSTE},I

55. I,h’. ~[ORS~ (Administrator) pointed out that in several of the documents which
he had submitted to the nresent session cf the Coverning Co-<ncil ~ including the
annual report for 1979 (DP/460)~ the report on examination of the e,~erience ~rith
country programming (DP/454), the report on the revie~r of present practices and
proposals for enhsmcing the collective involvement of the developing countries in
the determination of priorities for inter-country progran~mes and in the identification
and initiation of regional projects s~d activities (DP/4~5), he had already provided
information on ho~r the provisions of General Assembly resolutions 32/197~ ~4/21) and
~4/206 concerning U}~’ activities had been executed to date and had put for~rard
proposals for their further implementation. He ~rould therefore li~¢it himself to
revie~.~ing the various measures ~,’hich had been ts]<en in accordsmce with operative

Psa°agrap hs 5 to 9 of Deneral Assembly resolution ]4/213, t,yhich dealt with the
functions and designation of resident co-ordinators of the United Nations system’s
operational activities for development.

54. After drawing attention to ps~agraph 6 of Governing Council decisiofi 79/]0, a
decision which he had brought to the attention of the Economic oa~d Social Council,
he pointed out that at its July 1979 session the Administrative Committee on
Co-ordination (ACC) had considered the arrsmgements to be made in order to enable
the resident co-ordinators of the United Nations system’s operational activities
for development to exercise their functions end had adopted the text of a sto~cdo-urd
letter of designation of the resident co-ordinator, which had been subntitted to
the Economic and Social Council at its second reo~ular session in 1979. The
Economic and Social Council, in its decision 1979/66, had recommended that the
General Assembly, at its thirty-fourth session, should exs~mine tlie question of the
responsibilities of the resident co-ordinator of the United Nations system’s
operational activities for development. At its thirty-fourth session, the
General Assembly in resolution ~4/21~ had requested the Secretary-General to ensure,
in consultation ~rith the Governments and the executive heads of the organizations
concerned, that the resident co-ordinator was enabled to exercise his functions as
defined in paragraph 6 of that resolution° The General As~embly had also re~.uested
the Secrets;ry-General to proceed with tl~e designation of resident co-ordinators, with
the consent of the Governments concerned, ~d to report to the Economic and Social
Council at its second regular session of 1980 on the implementation of paragraph 34
of the armex to resolution 32/197.

55. Under the procedure approved by ACC, the Administrator o~ Ui,~DP was to propose
to the Secretary-General candidates capable of exercising tee~ leadership, providing
at the country level a multi-disciplinary dimension in sectoral development assistance
pro@rammes and assuming over-all responsibility for the co-ordination of operational
activities for development carried out at the country level. After cons~d@rinc
those candidacies, the Secretsmy-General was to submit the names of proposed
designees to the members of ACC, end then, if ACC hsA no objections, undertake
consultations ~,rith the Governments concerned with a vie~s to proceeding, with their
consent, to the designation of resident co-ordinators. That consultation and
consent procedure had already been started for a list of 81 resident representatives
whom the Secretary-General proposed to desismate as resident co-ordinators. The
same procedure would be used for the other resident co-ordinator posts.



56. The country programming process and %he fact that the UNDP resident
representatives served several United Nations organizations and programmes in the
field had already made it possible to establish closer co-operation between UNDP and

organizatio~ concerned and to improve co-ordination of their development
~ctivities.

57. In exercising their functions~ the resident co-ordinators should not lose sight
of the fact that the co-ordination of the various assistance factors at the national
level was the prerogative of the host Government and should respect the substantive

knowledge and experience of the personnel of participating and executing agencies~ and
the bonstitutional prerogatives of all components of the United Nations development
system. Their efforts should ultimately help to improve the co-ordination of all
inputs of the United Nations system.

58. Mr. Popescu (Romania) resumed ~e Chair.

~9. iMr. AL~OP~OZ (Ecuador) said that strengthening the economic and social sectors
of the United Nations system meant~ ~ong other things~ that over-all responsibility
for and c0-ordination of operationa! activities for development at the country level
should be entrusted by the United Nations syste~ to a single official~ who w~id have
to ensure greater consistency and complete integration of inputs by the United Nations
system in accordance with the objectives and priorities of the Governments concerned.
It seemed logical that that official should be the UNDP Resident Representative~ who
had the necessary competence and experience and enjoyed the Governments’ confidence.
There was therefore no need to set up a special body of resident co-ordinators in
addition to the resident representatives~ which would inevitably lead to duplication
and was likely to be counter-productive. The designation of resident co-ordinators
would put an end to the current state of conf~sion~ halt the Continual increase in the
number of a~inistrative posts and thus ~conomise the efforts and resources of th@
United Nations system for development.

60. Mr. KELLAN9 (Denmark)~ speaking on behal£ of the Nordic countries~ said that 
had found the Adr~inistrator’s explanations interesting but regretted that he had not
given more detailed informatiom on the w~y in which resolutions 32/!97 and 34/206 had
been implemented as far as UK~P itself was concerned.

61. In resolution 33/2019 of which the Nordic countries had been among the original
sponsors~ the General Assembly had asked that the Director-General for Development and
International Economic Do-operation should prepare a report on policy issues
pertaining to operational activities for development of the United Nations system.
That report~ which would shortly be submitted to the Economic and Social C0uncil~ was
not without interest~ but it was a pity that it did not deal more comprehensively with
a number of issues. For example~ there were many g<ms in the chapter dealing with the
lack of efficiency and co-ordination in operational activities within the United Nations
system. In particular there was no mention at all of a number of the reco~mmendations
in resolution 32/197. The Governments of the Nordic countries agreed with the
Direc$or-General’s conclusion that there had been too great a tendency in the past to
assess effectiveness in terms of assistance delivered9 ~sing such criteria as the
physical delivery of inputs.or the annual rat~ of expenditure. The Governments of the
Nordic countries therefore welcomed the recognition that real effectiveness was
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measured above all by the quality of results. That idea did not, however, seem to
be applied in the current operational activities of the United Nations bodies. The
Governments of the Nordic countries hoped to be able to submit specific proposals to
the Economic and Social Council at its next session for increasing the effectiveness
of operational activities in general. For example, the Secretary-General might be
asked to prepare a report on that specific question so that Governments could give
the matter thorough consideration.

62. The Director-General’s report also mentioned increased government execution of
projects and recommended the introduction of systematic arrangements whereby Governments
Would be informed of the resources likely to be made available from the United Nations
system over a particular period. Country programming had in fact made it possible to
a large extent to predict the resources that would be provided by UNDP. But it was
not enough to predict UNDP assistance. Tn the coming years efforts must be made to
go further along the lines indicated in the report,

63. Regarding programming and implementation of operational activities~ he emphasized
the recommendation in the report that the main function of resident co-ordinators
should be to help recipient Governments to achieve the objectives and priorities which
they themselves had set by assuring cohesion of action and effective integration of
the various seetoral inputs from the United Nations system. Institutional difficulties
should not be allowed to prevent resident co-ordinators from carrying out to the full
their extremely important role under General Assembly resolution 54/213.

64. He also regretted that there was no mention in the Director General’s report
of the implementation of the resolutions on the U~DP Consensus and the New Dimensions,
of progress made in implementing General Assembly resolution 32/197 or of the role of
the regional commissions in operational activities. Also, the report did not give the
critical and objective over-all evaluations that had been the ~mim of the Sponsors of
General Assembly resolution 35/201. The report should be a starting point for a
series of general reforms based on the original objectives of the sponsors of the
resolution, namely~ strengthening the role of the Economic and Social Council{
creating a system-wide follow-up mechanism~ implementing the resolution on
restruoturing~ ~<i strengthening the rol of the Director-G~ner~l for Development
and Economic Co-operation~ including the field of operational activities.

65. The Governments of the Nordic countries would continue their deliberations on
the matter in order to be able to influence the final outcome of the restructuring
exercise. All countries had an interest in ensuring maximum efficiency in operational
activities for development through the United Nations system and the avoidance of~

obstacles of an institutional natnre. The overriding objective should be that the
more than 160 countries and territories which today benefited from the United Nati6ns
system and UNDP in particular should be given the best possible assist~ce in quality
as well as in quantity.

66. Mr. FARASHUDDIN (Bangladesh) said that the appointment of resident co-ordinators
for the operational activities of the United Nations system for development would m~ke
it easier to ascertain and eliminate the obstacles to the economic growth of the
developing countries and put an end to overlapping and waste.
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67. Since in Dangladesh, as in many other developing’ countries, the U~FDP Resident
Representative was already concerned with co-ordinating the development activities
of various bodiea in the United Nations System, it ~ould in his opinion be

ly logical for the ftmctions of resident co-ordinator to be o±flclall$
entrusted to the U~TDP Resident Representative. The recruitment procedure devised
by the A&~linistrative Colmnittee for Co-ordination (ACC) seemed perfectly
sa %isfactol~.

OTHER 2,liTTERS (agenda item ll) (continued)

(~) P~LATIONS ]3E~~.~J~I,[ U}~P A~m ~{TER~mL Ii{$TITUTIO~,[$ (9P/47~) (Continued)

68. }i; ~. HORSE (Administrator) introduced document DP/475 on agenda item Ii (a),
which described the measures taken durin~ the first few months of applying the
61~idelines concerning the relationship be%~een the United .~[ations Development
Progra1~le and external institu%ions~ approved by the Governing Council at its
%~enty-six%h session. It would be seen that a member of activities responding
%0 the needs of developing countries were ttnder way and that 9here was a gmowin~
nmnber of external institutions interested in co-operatiye arrangemen%s with U~[DP
on the lines established by the Council. The initiative in those arrangements cane both
from the org{~nizations and from U~[Di ~. Co-operative arrangements had already been
concluded with a number of organizations and other arrangements were being negotiated.
Only one organiza%ion~ the ]Jorld Confederation of Labour~ had not re~pon<~ed 9o
L~TDP ’ s offer.

69. Application of %he guidelines had already produced results, in addition 9o
the various inputs mentioned in doctu’~en% DP/475~ the International Co-operative
Alliance had agreed to contribute~ within the guidelines~ 9o the Capital Development
Fund. A feasibility study on organizing and establishing a co-operative for
low-cost housing was to be tu~dertaken in Lesotho and another in Gambia. ~] Haiti
the Intorna%ional Co-0perative Alliance had agreed to provide inputs ~ an IP~
project for managing a CDF grant £or low-cos~ housing. Although it had not yet
formallyagreed to the ~uidelines~ the ~ International Federation of Consulting
Engineers (FIDIC) had agreed to follow them for the organization of a seminar on the
use of cons~l%ants and contractors for development in Africa.

70. In addition to the list of organizations included in the annex %o doctu~en%
DP/475~ %he Aga ~an Foundation had agmeed in April %o co-operate with UIFDP.

........ ’ H

71. After just one year~ results were still modest~ but in answer to the
representative of Sweden, who h=~d raised the question during’ %he general debate~
he said it was clear that the Guidelines had provided a means of attracting external
institutions from many areas~ inclQdinG ¯ science~ indust~ the academic world and
voluntary organizations. Ui,[DP has concentrated on channelling those additional
resources for development to the recipient countries~ always at their reouest~ and
would continue to bring the potential Con#ri~butions ’ of such organizations to the
attention of gover~ents~ through the U}KDP field establis~en$.

72. In discussions between UI[DP and external organizations which had e~ressed
interest in establishing’ ~ working relationship with it~ special emphasis had been
placed on two points. In the first plaoe~ the guidelines were not meant 9o be
used to give any special status to external institutions~ but rather to create a
modus operandi through which the technical resources and managerial expertise of
other organizations could be channelled to the developing countries at their
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request and with their agreement to; supplement UI,[DP’s contribution. Secondly, it
was not U~TDP’s intention, to provide gu~]ds for programmes of co-operating
organizations, but rather to elicit a~!ditional resources from them, mainly ~ the
form o£ o~tside expertise, :He was confident that through those arrangements UI~DP
would be better able to serve the developing countries and that at the next session
of the Council there would be even more signs of solid achievement.

73. l’Lr. AHLA~YD~ (Observer for Sweden), speaking on behalf of the Nordic countries~
said that while the report on the item under discussion showed that various
organizations were interested in co-operating more closely with Dq~P, it was
disappointing tl~at ~n0St of the specific examples of c0-operation given referred
only to one Organization: the Industry Council for Development (ICD). It was true
that the decision to establish co-operation be%Jeen U~,D)P and exte-,~nal in&%&%tftiOnb
was relatively recent, but in view of the political /~uportance of such co-operation,
it was essential tha~ by the end of the three-year trial period other institutions
should be able to co-operate with U~P in accordance ~Jith the guidelines established.

74. It was also important for U}[DP to give the same treatment to all external
institutions interested in co-operating with it and to take care not to become too
closely linked with any one institution. The Nordic countries could in no way
accept a situation where any of those institutions became so closely involved in
D~DP’s day-to-day work as to be able to draw on its a~ninistrative services.

75. He asked the A@alinistrator to take due account of those conmlents in applying
the guidelines. However, if the guidelines were applied properly, co-operation
bei~een UI~P and the external institutions could be very fruitful, particularly in
mobilizing plenty of e~ertise in the service of the developing countries.

76. Mr. ENOKI (.Japan) said that in establishing relations and co-operating with
the external institutions L~,YDP should keep strictly to the guidelines adopted by the
Governing Council at its %~enty-$ixth session, it should also redouble its efforts
to obtain the co-operation of institutions in the developing coquetries in order to
promote tecltnical co-operation among developing countries. At the present t/-mei
only one of the I! insti~.tions which had indicated their interest in Co-09erating
with UI~XDP or had already officially confimued that they wished to be associated
with its activities belonged to a developing cotunt~j.

77. ~tr. I IORSE (Ad~inistrator) assured the representatives of Sweden and Japan that
their co,mnents would~be duly taken into accotu~t. Steps had already been ta/<en to
try to encourage more organizations in developing countries to co-operate with UNDP
andhe h~use!f~would make sure that the guidelines covering relations bei~.~een UNDP
and the external institutions were applied strictly.

The meeting rose at l.lO p.m.


